We think Anew Ultimate Supreme Dual Elixir is SO nice that we want you to sell it twice (or more)!

In the Twice as Nice incentive, all you have to do to earn Avon swag is beat your personalized Award Sales goal. So what are these rewards? They’re brand-new selfie ring lights and t-shirts featuring our newer than new logo. It’s your first chance to sport our new look! Here’s the deets on how we came up with your goal. They’re based on your sales during the same Campaigns in 2018. Not here this time last year? You can still earn.

New Representatives, or Representatives who had less than $500 in sales during Campaigns 8-11, 2018, will earn the selfie ring light when you sell $750 and the t-shirt when you sell $1,000 during the incentive period. Here’s a tip to get you started: If you haven’t yet posted your own before-and-after pics using Dual Elixir, do it right now! Everyone loves a good old-fashioned success story.

See all the rules on the incentive guide on YourAvon.com